TRAIL SYSTEM AND VEHICLE ACCESS

- A 17-mile trail system and numerous service roads are suitable for hiking and offer access to diverse natural features.
- The Pinetum Loop Road (0.7 mile) and Trail House Loop Road (3.2 mile) are open to cars daily. Please maintain speeds below 15 mph for the safety of visitors and wildlife.
- Please see trail and area descriptions on reverse, as well as trail difficulty information.

VISITOR EXPECTATIONS

While you are exploring diverse Missouri habitats and 17 miles of trails, please be aware of the following rules and guidelines:

- Leave only footprints and take only photographs and memories.
- Stay on the trails.
- Leave what you find. Do not pick or eat plants, seeds, fruits, flowers, or fungus. Do not collect animals or artifacts.
- Bicycles are permitted on roads and service roads only.
- Be prepared—dress appropriately, bring plenty of water.
- Follow posted speed limit (15 mph) and park in designated parking areas only.
- No firearms (including replicas), weapons, fires, alcoholic beverages, hunting, fishing, grilling, wading, or swimming.
- No smoking or electronic smoking devices.
- Service animals only. No pets.